INTERN
UI/UX DESIGN

Expect
• To develop UI for a cutting edge Low-Code Software.
• To build, measure and learn with MVPs
• To professionally support in workshops and meetings through your creative style
• To make the most out of the Flutter Framework
• To influence our product with your ideas
• To test ideas & concepts e.g. by means of usability tests
• To work when and where you want. Whether remotely or in our office in Paderborn, Germany

Profile
• Student in the field of design, computer science or media
• Reliable and motivated work attitude
• Thinking ahead and independent
• Creative and customer-centred mindset
• Familiar with software development
• Interest in working as a student trainee after the internship

Tooling
• Adobe CC (in particular Adobe Xd)
• Design Thinking
• Scrum
• Lean Startup
• Flutter (optional)

E-mail your CV to: jobs@firecrown.pro